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ABSTRACT

Phase velocities were measured of dominant waves generated

by wind and of simple progressive waves, generated mechanically,

under wind. The results indicate that the wind-induced drift

current has a significant-effect on the phase velocity of short

gravity waves. The effect varies inversely with wavelength and

directly with fetch.

1. INTRODUCTION

The zelerity of gravity waves of small amplitudes in either

shallow or deep quiescent water has been well established (Lamb

1932). Accompanying wind-excited waves, there is also a drift

current generated by the wind shear. Such currents possess

characteristics of a boundary.layer type flow, having strong

gradients near the air-water interface, Therefore, the influence

of wind drift, with appreciable motion in only a shallow layer

below the surface, is believed to be more pronounces on the propa-

gation speed and energy flux of short waves than those of long

waves. It is noted that the short waves play a very active role

in wind-wave and wave-wave interactions,

The effects of wind drift on wave propagation have been

estimated by several investigators for currents of various

vertical distributions. For example, Taylor (1971) has konsidere,

the case when the current is uniform within a surface layer and

vanishes below this layer, Lilly (1966) has assumed that Lhe

i .| i| ||i ||
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gradient of the wind drift is constant, and Phillips (1973) has

adopted a model in which the drift current decays exponentially

with increasing depth. Limited experiments (Francis and Dudgeon

1967, Plate and Trawle 1970, Wright and Keller 1971, and Shemdin

1972), have been conducted in laboratory wave tanks to study the

effects of wind drifts as well as artificial currents on the

celerity of surface waves. The distribution of currents in most

cases, however, was not measured by the authors.

The present experiment on effects of wind drift on surface-

wave propagation consists of two series, one with wind blowing

over mechanically generated waves and the other with wind-

generated waves alone. The former series with simple regular

waves provided a direct measurement of the influence of wind

drift on wave prop&Iation, while the features of this influence

on irregular wind waves was explored in the second series. During

both series, the modification of the phase velocity of the waves,

along with the current profiles, were measured, and found to

follow qualitatively the trend of Phillips' estimation, The

results khow quantitatively the selective influence of wind drifts.

with greater effects on the propagation of shorter waves.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Wave Tank and Genei'al Arrangement

The experiments were conducted in a wave tank, 23-m long
with h 1.9 hy 1.55-m cross section4 Mounted at the upstream end
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of the tank is an axial flow fan, driven by a variable speed motor;

a permeable-type wave absorber is installed at the downstream end.

The maximum obtainable wind velocity within a 0.35-m high air

passage above 1.2-m deep water is 14 m/sec. The tank is also

equipped with a mechanical wave generator, a flap with its lower

edge hinged at the bottom of the tank and with its upper edge

oscillated at any desired frequency and amplitude by a motor. The

fan and the mechanical wave generator can be operated either sep-

arately or simultaneously. A detailed description of the tank has

been given elsewhere (Wu 1968).

2.2 Measurements of Waves on Currents

The measurements of the phase velocities of waves on currents

consisted of two series. In the first series, the wind was blow-

ing over mechanically generated suiface waves. The wind velocity

was so chosen that the waves remained simple and of progressive

type, with a single frequency. For the second series, the waves

were generated solely by the wind. A general obaservation showed

that rhombic wave cells were excited before the wind boundary

layer became fully rough (U < 3 m/sec, where U is the free-stream

velocity of the wind); the waves fqrmirq the cells were short

gravity waves. As the wind velocity increased, the propagation

of waves became more and more along the direction of the wind.

Parasitic capillaries were formed in front of the gravIty-wave

crests immediately following the transition of the wind boundary

layer from smooth to rough. The water surface was genetrally smooth
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elsewhere. As the wind velocity increased beyond 9 m/sec, ripples

were seen covering evenly the water surface, and breaking occurred

along the wave crests which spanned transversely across the tank.

The wave height was measured by a conductivity probe, made

of a partially submerged platinum wire (0.12 mm in diameter) acting

as one electrode and a fully submerged Aluminum plate as the other.

The output of the probe depends upon the electric current flowing

between the two electrodes, which in turn is proportional to the

submergence of the wire. Two probes were used in both series of

experiments. For the first series, the upwind probe was fixed

and the downwind probe was supported on a sliding scale. As

illustrated in Figure la, the distance between the two probes

was adjusted so as to mako the two wave signals, monitored on the

scope, oscillating approximately in phase. This distance is

therefore the estimated wavelength (K) which was further cot.r!

rected for any mismatches (At" between tne -eorded signals from

two probes; see Figure ia, where T is the wave period. During

the second series of experiments with wind waves of variable

lengths, it was not possible to use the previous technique. For

this case, the two probes were fixed and separates longituainally

by a distance of 5.1 cm. This distance was tested to be close

enough to register nearly identical wave profiles for the same

progressive wave, and also to be far enough to avoid any elc.-

tronic interference between probes. The period of each wave and

the time elapsed for the same wave traveling from the first to the

| 8
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second probe were read directly from the records; the phase speed

and the wavelength were subsequently determined from these read-

ings and the distance between two probes; see Figure lb.

Surface floatis were used in the present experiment to deter-

mine the curr.,nt at the air-water interface. The floats were

made of plastic discs, 1 cm in diameter and o.4 m thici.. The

velocity indicated by the float consists of both wave-induced

Stokes mass transport and wind-induced shear current; these two

components were later separated.

2.ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATION

The celerity of surface waves of infinitesimal amplitudes

may be expressed as (Lamb 1932),?

C'. tan k. I
0 k hk )- m m 11wherein C I r the wave Wo:rityo g Is a.he gravitationatl aecelera-

0
tion, k is the wave number, D to the-water depth, i to the surface

tension, p is the density of water, ana X, as aefinea In- Figure 1.

las the. wavelength. The surface 4ension effet on wavo propagatipn
diminishes rapidly ae the wavelengt 1nrese. er gravity waves

in deep vat , we have.

Cwith kD 1.1
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As mentioned earlier, the influence of wind-.. nduct'd drift on

-he propagation of surface waves has been studied by Taylor (1971),

Lilly 1966) and Phillips (19'13). F'or the vertical distribution

of tb current decreasing with the increasing depth, Lilly assure~d

a simple linear variation and Phillipl. adopted a more realistic

exponential decoy. The lo .er distribution can be expressed as

v(e 7: Ve' t3

wher' '~is the drift current at a depth I below the surface. V is
the surface drift current, and tsa1nlhcarceiz -re

decay of' current with depth.

The followi4 implicit equation. wav o aIat'e by rhilltls
for de~n Ing hephase velocity of eep~ae wave at -

whoero Al 1).Ig a paver ~ ((Y' Wch

-~ ~ r~r-- y.
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and y. a, and /3 are defined as

y .; - + :-

in which C is the phase velocity of waves on wind-drift currents.

Nu ri¢cal result of Equation f41 s$hswlng the influence of

w nd drift om wave propagati(oni are piotte, in ;1i.gure 2. Caluuia-

t Q$~performed for variouis vstues-' or x/ lutrat ta

eu rrett varying slowly wlt e_ ,kh has a groat~r efftW~ nw

mrAaatInn than v! w ac gr t  mozre raiily W1 dp th.

othor words, for the ssino hrvn Piw f4aga; t
Is.~~~ i..11 prrrte t~ 'rvr w~Ve am V cC wtt

- nM t. t.l- tr c t t n 'dt('. ' , - r A-

St g
r4 4 .t. A ty , -r . "4

11t04tr v§iIrn X ft~telr.1 1.: -t #r ari ffr#rA. d~

h .N6t. t W.

i . .d.t 1n* :* N1 . ,.•

.,A . r . rn t . -~ r~l . e. .r .t .IV...v.
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4. WAVE AND CURRENT CONDITIONS

4.1 ?hase Velocity and Stokes Transport of Surface Waves

The phase velocity and Stokes transport of stable surface

waves generated mechanically in the present tank are Zhown in

Figures 3a, b. For the wave propagation, the phase velocity for
infinitesin.al waves in deep water, r21 with added surface-tension

term, is also she- in Figure 3a, and. is' seen to represent closely

t'-,e measured values. The surface-tension term shown .in [l. con-

tributes about 5 percent to the calculated wave celerity at the

high-frequency end and about 2 percent at the low-frequency end

shown in Figure 3a.

As for the surface drift, the data for long (low-frequency)

waves also follow closely the value indicated by the Stokes

transport, W,

W C (TrH/X)[

in which H is the wave height. However, as the wave frequency

increases, the ratio between the measured and the calculated

values increases with increasing wave frequency. A continuous

line i.; drawn in Figure 3b to show these trends. It i-s noted

that there . no systematic variation of this. ratio with the wave

steepness, H/X, which is less than 0.1 in all cases. The only

other set of experimental results available on Stokes transport

of regular surface waves is that reported by Russel and Osorio

(1957). The mass transport at the surface obtained by them was in
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good agreement with [7]. However, their experiment included only

long waves with the maximum wave frequency of 11.5 rad/sec, about

where the present results start to show an increase of the mea-

sured value over the prediction. More studies are required to

understand, and to provide a quantitative expression of, the sur-

face mass transport of short waves; our only pur, se here is to

separate the wave-induced and wind-induced components of the

surface drifti

4.2 Exponential Decay of Wind Drift

The vertical distribution of the wind-induced drift current

in the present tank has been reported elsewhere (Wu 1973). The

current close to the wnter surface tended to vary linearly with

the-depth, whereas the current near but not too close to the

water surface tended to vary logarithmically. The data within a

shallow layer, covering the-entire linear-variation region and

extending into the logarithmic-variation region, are replotted in

Figure 4a; an exponential decay curve was forced to fit the data

and iz seen as the solid line. It is noted that the expression

[7] and the results described in the previous section are the

surface mass transport for small-amplitude waves and may not be

applicable to short steep wind waves. In view of this uncer-

tainty, no attempt is made in this case to separate the mass

transport from the wind drift.
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The length characterizing the vertical decay of the current,

or the depth at which the current is reduced to e-1 of the surface

d ift, is shown in Figure 4b. A drastic chang is seen at U =

2 m/sec, which probably signifies the transition of the current

boundary layer from laminar to turbulent. When compared with the

dominant wavelength, the length characterizing the exponential

current decay is seen in Figure 4c to decrease first rapidly and

then more gradually with the increasing wind velocity, and appears

to approach a value of about 1/30 at high wind velocities. More

will be discussed later regarding the increase of the length of

dominant waves and the thickness of the current boundary layer.

5. INFLUENCE OF WIND DRIFT ON WAVE PROPAGATION

5.1 Influence on Simple Progressive Waves

During this series of experiments, wind with velocity less

than 2.5 m/sec was blowing over mechanically generated surface

waves. The wind velocity was chosen so as to provide appreci-

able wind drift and at the same time to maintain a stable wave

profile. The phase velocity and the drift current obtained under

wind were deducted by the respective value of the pre-existing

waves under no wind. The phase velocities and the surface trans-

ports of the pre-existing waves are those shown in Figure 3. The

increase in the phase velocity is considered to be due to the

effect of wind drifts, and the increase in the drift current is

considered to be the wind-induced drift current.
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"he ratio between the increase in phase veloL'.ty and the wind

drift is plotted versus the radial wave fre;qeny-w 'n Figure 5.

No detailed measurements of the drift profiles were made in this-

case with wind blowing over mechanically generated surface waves.

However, since the wind velocity for this series of experiments is

within the range between 1 and 2.5 m/sec, the waves are generally

very small in amplitude. The drift profile shown ih Figure 4a is
therefore applicable here. The characteristic lengths for the

current decay, shown in Figure 4b, appear to be divided into a

rapid and a gradual varying regions, with respect to Une wi.nd

velocity, separated at U = 1.5 m/sec and z = 0.75 cm. Taking
0

this division, two different symbols are used in Figure 5 to

identify the data.

Despite the considerable scatter, two definite trends are

illustrated by the data. The influence of the wind drift on the

wave propagation is seen to be greater for shorter waves with

higher frequencies. The more shallowly distributed current with

smaller z has less influence.
0

Assuming various characteristic lengths for the current decay,

z = 0.5, , 1, 2and 3 cm, the increase of phase velocity due to0

wind drift were calculated from [4J and are drawn in Figure 5. The

trend of the experimental results is seen to be in general quali-

tative agreement with, but greater than, the calculated values.

IJ
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5.2 Influence on Wind Waves

During the second series, the dominant waves excited at each

wind velocity were measured simultaneously by two probes. As

discussed earlier and illustrated in Figure lb, the celerity and

the length of dominent waves can be determined from the wave

period, the distance between the two probes, and the elapsed time

for the same wave to travel from the first to the second probe.

It is noted that the lengths of waves in this serias of experi-

ments were much shorter than the water depth (1.3 m) and belonged

to the category of deep-water waves.

For each wind velocity, the ratio of the difference between

the calculated and the measured celerities and the wind-induced

surface drift, (Cm - C )/V, is plotted versus the radial wave
frequency in Figure 6. The wind waves excited at low wind veloc-

ities in the present tank generally propagate at a small angle

to the wind direction; this angle decreases as the wind velocity

increases, and is negligible at high wind velocities, that is for

U > 9 m/sec. The correction for such effects involves the cosine

of this angle, which is no greater than 200 even at the lowest wind

velocity. Since the cosine of such a small angle is insignificant-

ly different from unity, the direction of wave propagation was not

measured in the present experiment.

The data shown in Figure 6 exhibit considerable scatter.

Such scatter is to be expected, since wind waves have components

of various lengths and mo". at Various speeds, while in the present
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experiment we ignored this basic structure and chose only to mea-

sure the dominant waves. Furthermore, the drift current, which

influences the wave propagation, is neither steady temporally nor

uniform longitudinally. Bowever, the trend of the data shown in

Figure 6 indicates clearly once again that for the same wind

velocity, the effects of drift currents diminish as the wavelength

(inversely proportional to the wave frequency) increases. Taking

the surface drift current from an earlier study (Wu 1968) and the

characteristic length shown in Figure 4, the predicted influence

was calculated from [4 and is shown as solid lines in Figure 6.

The distribution of the wind drift immediate to the water surface

could not be measured at high wind velocities in the present tank,

as the entraining motion associated with wave breaking tended to

sink the submerged floats (Wu 1973). Thus the characteristic

length for the current decay at high wind velocities was obtained,

by extrapolation, from the fitted curve shown in Figure 4c.

The calculated values are seen in Figure 6 to be in quali-

Lative agreement with the measured results. In view of the

several approximations invo.ved, a more detailed comparison be-'

tween calculations and measurements may not be merited. One

interesting feature is that in comparison with measurements, the

calculations appear to show less variation with the wind velocity,

or equivalently, with the wind drift and its distribution.
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5.3 Probable Influence on Ocean Waves

As snown in Figure 2 and discussed in an earlier section, the

influence of the wind drift on the propagation of surface waves

varies significantly with the depth to which the current penetrates,

expressed in terms of z /X. This depth is related to the develop-

ment of the current boundary layer whichlike the waves, grows with-.

the fetch. The current boundary layer is generally turbulent, and

'its thickness 5 may be estimated 'rom (Schlichting 1968)

, /L=0 377/JR 1/58. .37/ , : v-L/v £8]

in which L is the fetch, R is the fetch Reynolds number, and v

.is the kinematic viscosity of water. Wave data obtained at

vafious fetches were compiled by Weigel (1962) and faired by Wu

(.1969) with the following result:

c/u 00502 (gL/Ua) 091

where-C is the phase velocity of the dominant waves. For deep-

water waves, the length of the dominant waves can he obtained from

-M-.and compared with *he boundary-layer thickness in Figure 7a.

The boundary-layer thickness is seen to increase with the fetch

faster than the length of the dominant waves; consequently, the

influence of the wind drift on the wave celerity, expressed in

terms of the surface drift, becomes more pronounced at longer

fetches.
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As shown in Figure 3, for the same value of X/z, the ratio

AC/V varies inappreciably with V/C0 ; therefore, the ratio AC/C
00

should vary almost linearly with V/C ° . In other words, the per-

centage of the change of the wave cele.,ity due to wind drift

varies almost inversely with the unperturbed celerity. Under

various wind velocities, the phase velocities of dominant waves

for different fetches can be calculated from [9] and are plotted

in Figure 7b.

In summary, as the fetch increases, the current boundary

layer becomes relatively thicker with respect to the increase

of the dominant wavelength, and in the meantime, the phase

--locity of the dominant waves also increases. On the other

hand, the ratio between the wind drift and the wind velocity

decreases gradually with the increasing fetch (Wu 1973). Taken

together, the above dependance imply that the influence of the

wind on the celerity of dominant waves becomes less important

as the fetch increases. However, since the ocean waves consist

of waves of various lengths propagating at various speeds, the

inf .,,ence of wind drift on the propagation of wave components

having lengths comparable to those presented in the present

experiments should be more pronounced.
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FIGURE 5 - MEASURED AND CALCULATED INFLUENCES OF WIND DRIFT
ON PHASE VELOCITY OP SURFACE WAVES
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FICOURE 6 - INFLUENCE OF WIND DRIFT ON PHASE VELOCITY OF WIND WAVES
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FIGURE 7 - COMPARISON BETWEEN WIND-DRIFT AND SURFACE WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
UNDER VARIOUS WIND VELOCITIES AND AT DIFFERENT FETCHES.
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